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4.3 Bad Chocolate (Impossible!)

Dan can always guarantee a win by handing
James a square grid of chocolate containing the
bad piece. James will always be forced to hand
back a non-square shape, hence, never the single
piece. Exactly the same strategy works for the
second player in the second game. Notice that
the location of the bad piece of chocolate is
irrelevant in these puzzles.

Challenge 1.  A 4 ´ 8 rectangular bar of
chocolate contains two bad squares located
at diagonally opposite corners. At every
move a player is handed either one piece of
chocolate containing two bad squares, or two
pieces containing one bad square each. The
player chooses a piece, breaks off a segment
along a score line, puts the good chocolate
aside, and hands the bad chocolate back over.
As soon as someone is handed both bad
squares of chocolate as two single pieces,
the game is over.

Is there an optimal playing strategy for this
game? What about a game with a 4 ́  9 rectan-
gular block?

Challenge 2. Can you generalize these games
and their playing strategies to three dimen-
sions with cubic blocks of chocolate? What
about flat equilateral triangular bars of
chocolate?

Acknowledgments and Further Reading

The cube (tofu) slicing problem is a teaser I
was told as a school student. I mention it in my
article [Tant3] but haven’t been able to track
down its origin. Other slicing problems and
games appear in the amazing interactive website
supervised by Alexander Bogomolny [Bogo]
(see “Breaking Chocolate Bars’’) and in E.
Berlekamp, J. H. Conway, and R. K. Guy’s
fabulous text [Berl1]. The classic book on slic-
ing with planes is [Orli].

My thanks to Dr. Eric McDowell for his in-
put on cube slicing.

5  �Impossible Paper Tricks

5.1 A Big Hole

After completing the hint, insert a “zipper” of
cuts as shown. This produces a hole big enough
to walk through!

Kelly Ogden walks through an index card.
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5.2 A Mysterious Flap

Continuing from the hint, a simple 180° rota-
tion of the bottom half of paper produces the
mysterious flap!

Advertise your next public event with signs
made this way. I guarantee they will garner
plenty of attention and invoke much conversa-
tion. Plus, they have the advantage of being
conspicuous from great distances along corri-
dors! To make signs like these, photocopy the
text and decoration on two sides of the paper
as shown below before cutting and twisting.

5.3 Bizarre Braids

It is not possible. Here’s an intuitive argument
why not. Let’s call the crossover of two adja-
cent strands positive if the left strand crosses

over the right, negative otherwise. Let the num-
ber of positive crossovers minus the number of
negative crossovers be alled the index of a braid.
Thus the four-braid we are trying to create has
index –4. To obviate the issue of twists in
strands, let’s assume we are working with four
thin strings attached at both ends to small
squares of cardboard . Certainly if it is impos-
sible to braid these four strings, it is impossible
to braid four thick strands.

There are a number of basic maneuvers we
could perform on this system. We could rotate
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the bottom square of cardboard, back or forth, between two strands, as shown in A–F. We could pick
one strand and rotate it, back and forth, around the bottom square of cardboard, as G–J illustrate.

We could rotate the bottom square about a vertical axis, back or forth, as shown in K.

Or we could perform some fundamental maneuvers within a given diagram, as examples L–N
suggest.

Each maneuver (except for the last three)
introduces new crossovers into any given braid
diagram and changes its index by +6, –6 or 0.
We started with a diagram of four untangled

strings, index 0, and hoped to achieve one of
index –4. As every maneuver changes a
diagram’s index by a multiple of six, the task is
impossible.
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Comment 1. This argument can be made rig-
orous with the aid of Emil Artin’s theory of
braids. See [Arti1], [Arti2], and especially
[Newm].

Comment 2. Tie three strings to the back of a
chair and braid them (with free ends) in some
complicated manner. (A braid is formed as a
sequence of twists of two adjacent strands.) Just
make sure when you are done that the end of
the leftmost string ends up at the leftmost posi-
tion, the end of the middle string in the middle,
and the end of the rightmost string at the right.

Now tape these three ends to a small piece
of cardboard making sure to preserve their or-
der. Is it possible to untangle your braid with
the three ends now fixed in place? It turns out
the answer is always yes! No matter how com-
plicated a braid you make with three free
strands, exactly the same feat can be accom-
plished with the three ends tied together! Try
it! (See [Shep].)

Challenge 1. Is it possible to make the follow-
ing braid with no free ends? (Again, see [Shep].)

Challenge 2. Three strings are attached to a
teacup and to three points about a room. The
teacup is given a full turn of 360°. Without
moving the teacup, prove it is impossible to
maneuver the strings around the cup and un-
tangle them . (See Section 12.1 and [Newm].)

5.4 Linked Unlinked Rings

By replacing one ring in a pair of linked rings
by a double band of rings we obtain the Bor-
romean rings.

A foursome of linked unlinked rings is obtained
from the construction shown.

It is also possible to construct a five-some and
a six-some of rings:

Challenge. Can you construct seven or more
linked unlinked rings?

Acknowledgments and Further Reading

I first learned of the “mysterious flap” from an
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geology department at MIT. Its appeal clearly
spreads across all disciplines! Martin Gardner
writes about the flap (he calls it a hypercard) in
his essay on minimal sculpture, Chapter 8 in
[Gard20]. Turner Bohlen, age 8, recently cre-
ated two mysterious flaps in a single poster by
making four horizontal cuts to the center line
of a piece of paper, and applying two 180°
twists. Other intriguing designs are possible.
Martin Gardner also writes about the bizarre
braid in [Gard6], Chapter 4, and in [Gard12].
It is a trick familiar to all those who work in
leather craft. (Look closely at leather belts next
time you go shopping!) For an excellent intro-
duction to the group theory of braids see
[Gard2], chapter 2. To learn more about which
braids can and cannot be plaited see A. H.
Shepperd’s article [Shep]. For a different type
of braiding problem (weaving) see [Farr]. A
discussion on the Borromean rings appears in
[Gard3].

6  Tiling Challenges

6.1 Checkerboard Tiling I

The excision of a black cell always leaves a til-
able configuration. To see this, draw a path from
the top left cell to the bottom right cell as shown.

The removal of a black cell breaks this path
into two segments of even length. Laying domi-
noes along these two trails then gives a tiling
of the entire configuration!

6.2 Checkerboard Tiling II

Taking It Further Answer. Yes! Again con-
sider a path winding its way through the 8 ´ 8
array as shown. Removing any two cells of
opposite color breaks this path into two seg-
ments of even length (or one piece of even
length if the two cells happen to be adjacent
along this path). Simply laying dominoes along
these two trail segments produces a tiling of
the entire surviving configuration!

Hard Challenge. Suppose two white cells and
two black cells are excised from an 8 ́  8 check-
erboard. Is the surviving configuration guaran-
teed to be tilable? Just how many, or in what
way, can cells be removed from an 8 ́  8 board
to guarantee tilability?

Tim Cavanaugh of St. Mary’s College of
Maryland (Class of ’99) wrote a fantastic in-
teractive program that quickly tests the tilabilty
of square lattice regions [Cava]. You can de-
sign lattice regions and quickly add and remove
cells in any way you like. You might like to play
with his program to help explore this question.

6.3 Checkerboard Tiling III

Notice that in each coloring scheme each 3 ́  1
tile must cover precisely one cell of each color,
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